
Nationalism vs anti nationalism and religious patron-ism 

Truth vs opportunistic political communal-ism  

Did the Sufi international conference and modiji speech woke-up the 

Muslims hornet’s nests? 

Is there a lack of Muslim intellectual discourse? 

Why Indian movies its directors can insult Hinduism its practices and 

custom, but are reluctant to do same with Islam or Christianity? 

Are Hindus too tolerant? (Skanda987’s comment: The Vedic dharma 

tells to tolerate only the tolerant and not intolerant.  In the past 1000 

years the Hindus, out of delusion caused by Jainism, Buddhism, and 

Gandhism, have tolerated intolerants; and they have suffered and still 

are suffering due to that bad karma.  Since Hindustan is partitioned in 

1947 for the Muslims, there is no reason to keep Islam as a legal 

religion in Hindustan. The choice for the Bharatiya Muslims is to quit 

Islam or move out to Pakistan.)  

 

 

  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_hvkZE79Ec 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlxUnagUvmY 

 

1) Are Indian movies and its directors the instrument of hate n abuse against Hinduism?  

2) Are they responsible for cultural antagonism n change among Hindu youths? 

Show me or name one movie where a Christian or Muslim priests were shown in bad light 

3) I will name at least 100 movies where a Hindu priest and the Hindu custom n family was 

depicted as rapist, liar, corrupt, thieves, incest, disrespect for elders’ illicit affairs and many 

more the question is who is responsible for such depiction? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_hvkZE79Ec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlxUnagUvmY


4) Have any producers ever show rape in churches on nuns, conversion of poor, or discus 

sharia law of Shah Banu law or 4 women per one Muslim man, and its effects on Indian 

society and the disharmony it causes to the country? 

Wake up Hindus! The time has come to show our intolerance (to intolerants and adharmis) 

and create war against these perpetrators and abuser of out Hindu faith and custom. 

BY 

  G V Chelvapilla 

 

The objections of Moslem leaders in India to Vandemataram, Bharat mata ki jai etc are not based 

on any prohibition in Islam. Koran does not mention it is duty of Muslims to slaughter cows. But 

so called Moslem leaders insist on these travesties only to make Hindus unhappy through hurting 

their sentiments, even worse by heaping abuses on all points of reverence for Hindus, In Trichy, 

a town near famed pilgrimage center Sri Rangam, a Moslem leader publicly addressing a large 

crowd advocated breaking idols and temples.  

 

The article from Pioneer clearly pointed out as to how Pakistan, Indonesia show respect to their 

respective motherlands. It is clear hence the objections of so called Moslem leaders in India to 

anything that elates or makes the majority amid which they live, are not based on Koranic 

injunctions but their own fanciful imaginations and interpretations. The main aim is to see 

Hindus unhappy. The joy of freedom was robbed right at the very hour of India emerging into 

freedom in August 1947 through demanding and enacting holocaust of partition. The progeny of 

that ilk of Jinnahs, Suhravardys are still active raising silly objections to anything India holds 

worthy of respect or reverence.   

 

By alienating the majority, these Moslem leaders, keeping separatism intact, are causing great 

harm to Moslems of India in general, who remain unable to realize their potential as citizens of 

India bogged down by baggage of bigotry and fanaticism they are burdened with by these so 

called leaders. Hope soon enlightened Muslims of India will throw the 'leaders' from their 

pedestals, and play positive role as builders of the nation. Any nation comes up when its majority 

makes progress. Only then any minority in the nation also benefits and makes progress. 

 

Thoughts by few Muslims: did the Sufi international conference and 

modiji speech woke-up the Muslims hornet’s nests 

 

 

Talking about Sufism is a first step to generating an alternative discourse for 

Muslims. 

Several Muslims would agree.  I am going to mention three examples of such 

Muslims: 

1.    Sufiya Pathan—a member in S N Balagangdhara's egroup 



2.    Saif Ali Khan, the actor 

3.    Tarek Fatah. 

 

This is what Sufiya Pathan wrote (Ref 2) : 

Ask an average Muslim in India about whether he feels prejudice against him 

and he will most likely answer in the positive. Does that mean India is a Hindu 

majoritarian state which oppresses its minorities? 

 

This is what Saif Ali Khan said in an interview (Ref 3): 

 I was always against conversion. 

 Everyone should be allowed to keep their own religion. 

 Kareena (Kapoor) has not converted. 

 Islam is unpopular today. 

It’s not a great sign when a country reverts to Sharia law, and it’s not a good sign 

for a country to be ruled by religion. Do I want to live under Sharia law? No 

 

Tarek Fatah feels that Muslims should be asked the same hard questions that 

other religions are asked.  Muslims have to live in multi-religious countries, just 

like anybody else.  Building a multi-religious country means having the stomach to 

handle hard questions. 

 

Muslims like Sufiya Pathan, Saif Ali Khan and Tarek Fatah are dissatisfied with 

the available intellectual discourse.  

Like us Hindus, Muslims also feel that Judeo-Christian philosophy underlies the 

available op-ed articles, social studies/humanities curricula, constitutional law and 

human rights.  Muslims, too, want a departure from that.  

Of course, Muslims will want Sufi philosophy to underlie a new generation of op-

ed articles, social studies/humanities curricula, constitutional law and human 

rights.  That is a fair request.  After all, we Hindus also want dharmic philosophy 

to underlie a new generation of op-ed articles, social studies/humanities curricula, 

constitutional law and human rights. 



 

For all these reasons, the attention to Sufism is a welcome step.  Not the last step, 

but a first step. 

 

http://rajivmalhotra.com/library/articles/root-India-pakistan-conflicts/ 

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/TheHeathenInHisBlindness/conversations/messages/7738 

http://www.rediff.com/movies/report/saif-ali-khan-islam-is-unpopular-today/20141118.htm 

 

http://rajivmalhotra.com/library/articles/root-india-pakistan-conflicts/
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/TheHeathenInHisBlindness/conversations/messages/7738
http://www.rediff.com/movies/report/saif-ali-khan-islam-is-unpopular-today/20141118.htm

